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Activity scenario summary:

In this example we will code a project which replicates the 
management system for a Cleaning Company. 

This project will help you develop an understanding how 
coding is used in cleaning businesses. As part of the 
activity participants will design a software in which the 
cleaning staff will be able to;

a) View Houses to Clean
b) View Cleaned Houses
c) Book New Clients
d) Manage Houses
e) View Stocklist
f) Stock To Replenish

For this part of the project, 
we will program a way for the 
user to book new clients and 
manage which houses need to be 
cleaned or have been cleaned



Book New Client

Book New Client:

• Ask the user to enter 
the house number of a 
new client

• Check if the house 
number is already 
registered on system

• If its not, add house to 
list of houses to be 
cleaned

Find the finished code for this project here – use this if you get stuck!

https://trinket.io/python/75c70a7596


What will happen…

Find the finished code for this project here – use this if you get stuck!

https://trinket.io/python/75c70a7596


Step 1
Defining a new subroutine…

Set up an IF ELSE statement – this will check if the 
new client’s house number is already registered in 
either the housesToCleanList or the cleanedHousesList

Define a new subroutine and ask the 
user to input the house number of a new 
client.



Step 2
Add information to lists…

ELSE, print out a message to the user and 
add the new house number into the 
housesToCleanList

IF the house already exists in the lists, 
print a message out to the user.



Step 3
Update menu…

Finally, update your menu by calling the 
bookNewClient() subroutine when the user 
enters ‘3’.



Manage Houses

Manage Houses:

• Ask whether the user 
wants to log a cleaned 
house or log house that 
needs to be cleaned

• Remove and add 
information into lists 
accordingly

Find the finished code for this project here – use this if you get stuck!

https://trinket.io/python/75c70a7596


What will happen…

Find the finished code for this project here – use this if you get stuck!

https://trinket.io/python/75c70a7596


Step 1
Defining a subroutine and getting user 
input…

Within this subroutine, set up a small 
menu – the user will be able to choose 
to either log that a house has been 
cleaned, or log a house that needs to 
be cleaned.

Ask the user to enter an option; using 
an IF ELIF ELSE statement we’ll respond 
to their input accordingly!



Step 2
Log house that’s been cleaned…

If the user picks option 1, first check if 
there are any houses in the list that we want 
to manage.

Remember to always print out messages to the 
user to keep them informed about what’s 
happening!



Step 3
Log house that’s been cleaned…

First, call our housesToClean() subroutine –
this will display a list of houses for the 
user to chose from.

We then create a position variable - this 
stores the index of our house. We use this position to retrieve 

information from our list and store it in 
the ‘cleanedHouse’ variable



Step 4
Log house that’s been cleaned…

Finally, print out a message to let 
the user the move has been successful!

We then remove the house that’s been 
cleaned from the housesToCleanList and 
add it into the cleanedHousesList



Step 5
Repeat this process for option 2… but reversed!

Repeat the same process that we did 
for option 1, but we want to look at 
the ‘cleanedHousesList’ instead.



Step 6
Update menu…

Finally, update your menu by calling the 
manageHouses() subroutine when the user 
enters ‘4’.



What your code should look like 

so far…



What your code should look like 

so far…



Congratulations!

You have completed the 

intermediate code for the 

cleaning software system!


